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Abstract
In this paper I argue that the extent to which a human trait is genetically caused can 
causally depend upon whether the trait is categorized within human genetics as ge-
netically caused. This makes the kind genetically caused trait an interactive kind. I 
demonstrate that this thesis is both conceptually coherent and empirically plausible. 
I outline the core rationale of this thesis and demonstrate its conceptual coherence 
by drawing upon Waters’ (2007) analysis of genetic causation. I add empirical plau-
sibility to the thesis by describing a hypothetical but empirically plausible mecha-
nism by which the fact that obesity is categorized as genetically caused within 
human genetics increases the extent to which obesity is in fact genetically caused.

Keywords Genetic causation · Human genetics · Actual difference makers · 
Interactive kinds · Looping effect

1 Introduction

Empirical research into the genetic basis of human traits is thriving. There is a grow-
ing body of knowledge about the degree to which genes causally influence human 
psychology, behaviour, social traits, metabolic process, biometric and physiological 
attributes. For example, we know that height and body mass index are to a high 
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degree genetically caused, that educational attainment is somewhat less genetically 
caused, and that stomach cancer is genetically caused to a negligible degree (Czene 
et al., 2002; Silventoinen et al., 2003, 2020). There is also a growing body of knowl-
edge about which specific genes causally contribute to these and other traits. Let’s say 
that if a trait has genetic causes in the sense studied in human genetics research then 
this trait belongs to the kind genetically caused trait. In this paper, I will argue that 
whether, and to what extent, a trait is in fact genetically caused (or caused by some 
specific genes) can causally depend upon whether or not the trait is categorized as 
genetically caused in human genetic research, and known to be so categorized by the 
carriers of the trait. This makes genetically caused trait an interactive kind. “Interac-
tivity” refers to the feedback loop that arises when members of a kind are influenced 
by classificatory beliefs about the kind in the manner that changes the kind itself, 
and this in turn calls for change in the classificatory beliefs about the kind. This phe-
nomenon has been extensively discussed in philosophy in relation to the social and 
psychological sciences as many of the human kinds studied by such sciences have 
been argued to have this interactive feature (for discussion of interactive kinds see: 
Allen, 2021; Cooper, 2004; Hacking, 1999, 2007; Hauswald, 2016; Khalidi, 2010; 
Kuorikoski & Pöyhönen, 2012). For example, individuals given a psychiatric diagno-
sis, and thereby categorized under a particular mental disease category, might change 
their self-perception and behaviour in light of the diagnosis so as to not comply (or 
sometimes comply better) with the diagnosis. In consequence, the theories referring 
to the kind must be updated in light of such changes. I argue that in a similar manner, 
the kind genetically caused trait is interactive: individuals who learn that a trait they 
carry has genetic causes might change their attitudes and behaviour towards the trait 
so that the extent to which the trait in fact has genetic causes changes.

My thesis has two components. First, I aim to show that the idea that geneti-
cally caused trait is an interactive kind is conceptually coherent. I will draw upon 
Waters’ (2007) influential account according to which a trait is genetically caused in 
the empirically relevant sense insofar as genes are actual difference making causes of 
the trait. I explain why and how the thesis that genetically caused traits is interactive 
is consistent with this account.

Secondly, I aim to show that the idea that genetically cased trait is interactive is 
empirically plausible – that under certain circumstances it is likely that a trait’s being 
categorized as genetically caused by human genetic research will change the degree 
to which the trait is in fact genetically caused in the sense of interest to this research. 
To show this, I refer to empirical work on lay beliefs regarding genetic causation. 
Because while the kind that I argue is interactive is the kind tracked by the scien-
tific concept of having genetic causes, the (often mistaken) lay beliefs about what it 
means for a trait to have genetic causes are a relevant component in the mechanism 
that accounts for the interactivity of this kind. More specifically, I refer to the work 
of Dar-Nimrod and colleagues who argue that lay people hold essentialist attitudes 
towards traits they believe to be genetically caused and, in consequence, tend to 
behave fatalistically in relation to such traits (e.g., Dar-Nimrod et al., 2021; Dar-Nim-
rod & Heine, 2011). Assuming this framework, I outline a hypothetical but empiri-
cally plausible toy example of how categorizing a trait as genetically caused within 
empirical contexts can lead people bearing the trait to behave so that the degree to 
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which the trait is in fact genetically caused in the relevant population increases. I 
show this by using obesity as my example trait.

What it means for a trait to have genetic causes in the context of human genetic 
research has been thoroughly studied by philosophers and many agree with at least 
the essentials of Waters’ description (e.g. Lynch, 2021; Bourrat, 2020; Woodward, 
2010). Likewise, there is ample empirical research on how lay people respond to the 
information that a trait has genetic causes, where much of this research is consistent 
with the genetic essentialism framework. Yet the implication of these two bodies of 
research – that being a genetically caused trait can be subject to the feedback loop 
characteristic of human kinds targeted within various social and psychological sci-
ences – has not explicitly been addressed. It is relevant to do so. That the kinds stud-
ied within human sciences can interact with categories and theories about these kinds 
is thought to be important for various reasons. First of all, it is thought by some to 
undermine the objectivity and generalizability of the corresponding scientific catego-
ries and, consequently, of the theories that employ these categories (see e.g. Allen, 
2021). Secondly, it has normative consequences for scientific practice. That a kind is 
interactive implies that facts about the kind can be created by the very theories that 
represent these facts. This means that such theories and categories are not only sub-
ject to various epistemic norms but also answerable for creating certain facts, some 
of which might not be desirable. If genetically caused trait is interactive, these same 
implications will pertain to theories that appeal to the genetic causes of human traits. 
Thirdly, in the empirical literature it is well known that the extent to which a trait has 
genetic causes can vary from population to population and change in time. Which 
factors impact such variation is subject to ongoing research. The argument presented 
in this paper identifies a novel factor that might account for such variation. This said, 
the relevance and further consequences of my central thesis is not the topic of this 
paper. The main aim of this paper is to outline the general idea behind the thesis and 
thus pave the way for future work on the various implications of this idea.

I begin in Sect. 2 by describing the concept of an interactive kind as it is discussed 
in the context of the philosophy of human sciences, and how it might apply to genet-
ics. In Sect. 3, I explain Waters’ (2007) account of causation as “actual difference 
making” to provide a framework for thinking about genetic causation. This is needed 
to articulate what it is for a trait to be genetically caused, i.e., what constitutes the 
kind that I argue is interactive. I will also outline the core rationale of the thesis that 
genetically caused trait is an interactive kind. In Sects. 4 and 5, I flesh out this core 
rationale by providing an example of how the feedback-loop characteristic of interac-
tive kinds might, and is empirically likely to, emerge in the case of genetically caused 
trait. In Sect. 4, I introduce Dar-Nimrod’s work on lay interpretations of claims about 
genetic causation. Assuming this work, in Sect. 5 I describe a mechanism by which 
the fact that obesity is categorized as a genetically caused trait in human genetic 
research increases the degree to which obesity is, as a matter of fact, genetically 
caused. In Sect. 6, I respond to two objections.
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2 Categories, kinds, interaction

In this section I clarify the concept of an interactive kind and specify how my the-
sis relates to traditional discussions on interactive kinds. Let’s distinguish between 
kinds and categories, as is typically done in the literature on interactive kinds. Cat-
egories (sometimes used interchangeably with “concepts”) are devices that we, in 
our attempts to represent the world, use to categorize things in the world as being 
of the same kind, as belonging together in virtue of sharing some relevant features. 
Categories specify the criteria that an entity must meet in order to be of a given kind, 
typically by listing the features that the entity must have to be of the kind. Kinds are 
the things in the world that our categories refer.1 For instance, psychiatrists use the 
disease category “multiple personality disorder”. This category specifies that some-
one has multiple personality if she exhibits certain symptoms, e.g. is delusional, hal-
lucinates, speaks in a disorganized manner etc. The disease itself that this criterion 
– having certain symptoms – picks out is the corresponding kind multiple personality 
disorder.

This paper concerns the kind genetically caused trait. In human genetics, certain 
criteria are used to determine whether, and to what extent, a trait has genetic causes, 
i.e., is genetically caused. We can think of these criteria as constituting the scientific 
category “genetically caused trait”. With “genetically caused trait” I have in mind the 
kind that this category – the criteria used within human genetics to categorize traits as 
genetically caused – picks out. Genetically caused trait so defined differs from para-
digmatic human kinds that have been the focus of discussions around interactivity in 
at least one sense. Kinds such as multiple personality disorder, homosexual and other 
human kinds have individuals – either individual human beings, or instantiations 
of certain syndromes by individual human beings – as their members. Genetically 
caused trait, however, has traits as its members, where “trait” refers to traits as types 
(such as eye colour, height, obesity, educational attainment) rather than instantiations 
of traits by particular individuals (such as Paul’s height of 178 cm, Lisa’s green eye 
colour, Adam’s obesity, Silvia’s education of 14 years). It is traits as types that are 
categorized as genetically caused in most empirical contexts. Traits so understood 
can be more or less genetically caused (more on this in Sect. 3). In this paper, I use 
“genetically caused trait” to include all those traits that are genetically caused to the 
degree that geneticists care to report them as such.

Some categories and the corresponding kinds are thought to interact. If they do, 
we call these kinds and categories “interactive”. A kind K and the corresponding cat-
egory “K” are interactive if classificatory practices, theories and beliefs concerning 
K (i.e., theories and beliefs that concern who, and in virtue of what, falls under “K”) 
bring about changes in K and this in turn calls for further changes in theories and 
beliefs about K. Keeping with the tradition, I call a mechanism that accounts for this 
effect a “feedback mechanism” or “feedback loop” and the effects of this mechanism 
“feedback effects” or “looping effects”.

1  There are different philosophical accounts of the ontology of kinds (see for instance Khalidi, 2013). My 
discussion is not committed to any particular one of them and is compatible with many of them.
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There can be different types of feedback mechanism. For instance, feedback 
mechanisms can differ in terms of what kind of change employing “K” induces in K. 
In some cases, categorizing certain entities as members of K can change the consti-
tutive properties of K. Multiple personality disorder is an often discussed example: 
People categorized as having multiple personality come to identify with the kind, 
this leads them to behave in ways and acquire properties that further distinguish them 
from other people, so that the kind multiple personality disorder comes to be associ-
ated with a new set of (constitutive) properties (Hacking, 1999; Khalidi, 2010). In 
other cases, employing “K” might change the extension of “K” in that the number 
of K instances increases or decreases as a result of employing “K”. Hacking (2010) 
gives the following example. On his account, the pathological withdrawal syndrome 
epidemic among refugee children in Sweden between 2001 and 2006 was the out-
come of the following process. At first rare instances of the syndrome were reported 
through the media. In response, more children began to imitate, and ultimately inter-
nalize, more and more of the symptoms of the syndrome, so that they became genu-
ine instances of the syndrome.2

Often, employing “K” can cause entities categorized as K to become better (more 
paradigmatic, more obvious) or worse (less paradigmatic, less obvious) instances 
of K by causing K members to acquire or lose some of the properties that constitute 
K. Changes like these also count as changes in the extension of “K”. That an entity 
either becomes K or ceases to be K are two possible extreme outcomes of the process 
of acquiring or losing some of the K-constituting properties. With genetically caused 
trait, we can view those traits that are more genetically caused as being “better”, 
more paradigmatic, instances of the kind than those traits that are less genetically 
caused.

Alternatively, feedback mechanisms can differ in terms of their components. Para-
digmatic instances of kind-category interaction are those where individuals catego-
rized as K are self-aware of being so categorized and this awareness – combined with 
certain beliefs about what it means to be K – is part of the causal mechanism that 
brings about changes in K (as in the above examples). But this need not always be the 
case. For instance, individuals categorized as having multiple personality disorder 
can change their behaviour in kind-changing ways because of how other people treat 
individuals who they believe to have multiple personality.

My thesis that genetically caused trait is interactive amounts to the following: 
whether and to what extent a trait in fact is genetically caused (or caused by some 
specific genes) in the sense studied in human genetic research can causally depend 
upon whether the trait is categorized as genetically caused in the context of this 
research. To support and illustrate this thesis, I will, in Sect. 5, outline an example of 
the following feedback mechanism that might cause this effect:

2  There is some disagreement in the philosophical literature regarding if both these types of feedback 
mechanism should be counted as mechanisms of interactivity proper. Hacking (1999) and Khalidi (2010) 
are inclusive in this respect. Hauswald (2016) on the other hand thinks that K is genuinely interactive 
only if employing “K” causes qualitative changes in K. In this paper I will be assuming the more inclu-
sive notion of interactivity as is often done (and with good reason on my view).
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Trait T is categorized by scientists as genetically caused in some relevant popu-
lation P. This becomes known by members of P. Due to having certain concep-
tions about what it means for a trait to be genetically caused, members of P 
adopt essentialising attitudes towards T. Essentialising attitudes towards T lead 
some carriers of T in P to change their behaviour in a way that increases the 
degree to which T is in fact genetically caused in P. This increase is registered 
by scientific measures of the genetic causes of T – T is categorized as more 
genetically caused.

This is an instance of a feedback mechanism such that: (1) Applying “K” changes 
the extension of K. In this concrete example, categorizing a trait under “genetically 
caused trait” causes the trait to become more genetically caused and thus a better 
instance of genetically caused trait, (2) one part of this mechanism is the awareness 
of individuals categorized under “K” of being so categorized. In the case of geneti-
cally caused trait this awareness is, more specifically, awareness of certain individu-
als of the fact that a trait they carry is categorized as genetically caused.

In order to demonstrate how this feedback mechanism could plausibly occur, it 
is necessary to explain two things. First, it is necessary to explain in more detail 
the nature of what I argue is interactive, i.e., what constitutes the kind genetically 
caused trait. This is essential to my argument because the possibility that the feed-
back mechanism occurs derives from what it means to be a genetically caused trait in 
the first place. According to the definition introduced earlier, a trait counts as geneti-
cally caused insofar as it has genetic causes in the sense studied in human genetics 
research. Therefore, in order to explain what constitutes genetically caused trait, I 
need to unpack what it means for a trait to have genetic causes in the context of such 
research. I do this in the next section. Second, it is necessary to explain what lay 
people believe it means for a trait to have genetic causes. For as said, even though the 
kind that I argue is interactive is the kind tracked by the scientific concept of having 
genetic causes, lay beliefs about what it means for a trait to have genetic causes – 
essentialist beliefs in particular – are one component in the feedback mechanism that 
accounts for the interactivity of this kind. I describe essentialist lay conceptions of 
being genetically caused in Sect. 4.

3 Genes as actual difference making causes

 I will defer to Water’s (2007) account of what it means for genes to cause a trait in the 
context of an empirical claim that a (human) trait has genetic causes. Waters argues 
that much existing genetic research, including human genetic research, is interested 
in whether genes cause a trait in the sense of causing actual differences in the trait. 3 
Correspondingly, a trait is said to have genetic causes in the context of such research 
insofar as genes are among the “actual difference making causes” of the trait. To 

3  Various accounts have been proposed to articulate what it means for genes to cause a trait in empirical 
contexts (Bourrat, 2019, 2020; Gannet, 1999; Lynch & Bourrat, 2017; Waters, 2007; Weber, 2017; Wood-
ward, 2010). I take Waters’ account to be compatible with most of them.
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clarify what this means, I begin with a sketch of the methods used in human genetic 
research to identify if a trait has genetic causes, so as to have a better view on what it 
is that these methods are meant, and in a position, to identify.

Most of the existing knowledge of the genetic causes of human traits comes from 
observational studies that operationalize genetic causation as a statistical association 
between a trait and a genome.4 A trait T and a genome G are statistically associated 
if some version of T is possessed by individuals with particular versions of G sig-
nificantly more frequently than individuals with some different versions (i.e. alleles) 
of G. The relevant genetic unit (referred to with “genome” or “G”) can vary from 
method to method – it can be a single base pair, a gene (given some meaning of 
“gene”), haplotype, or whole genome. Throughout the paper I use “G”, “genome” 
and sometimes “gene” to refer to whatever genetic unit may be of interest in a given 
study. I use “genotype” or “g*” to refer to an allele of a genome or a gene.

Consider a simple toy example. Let our trait be obesity (represented by variable 
O). And let the trait come in two versions: obese (represented by value o+ of O) and 
not-obese (represented by value o− of O). Population 1 (in Fig. 1) depicts an imagi-
nary population where there is association between G and O (which, let’s stipulate, 
is statistically significant).5

Association between a trait and a genome (O and G) is of course not yet causation 
but a test for causation. What interests us is what such association is a test for – what 
is this thing called “causation” that significant genome-trait associations are meant 
to detect and, if successful, in fact do detect? This much is clear without theory that 
detecting gene-trait associations is meant to detect a causal relation between genes 
and a trait insofar as it is meant to detect whether instantiating a given value of a trait 
depends upon which genotype one carries.6 Waters’ (2007) actual-difference-making 
account of genetic causation specifies the nature of the relevant kind of dependence. 
Waters’ account builds upon James Woodward’s influential version of counterfactual 
account of causation (known as “interventionism”). Thus, an outline of Woodward’s 
core idea is needed before I can move on to Waters’ application of this idea to genetic 
causation in particular.

4  Methods used in such studies include twin, family and adoption studies, linkage studies, candidate locus 
studies, genome wide association studies (GWAS). The details of what these different methods show of a 
trait when showing the trait to have genetic causes can vary along many dimensions. These details don’t 
concern us. See Lynch (2021) for a more fine grained discussion of the content of “has genetic causes” 
across different research contexts.

5  The example is not far-fatched. Obesity is often reported to have significant genetic causes (Chami et al., 
2020; Loos & Yeo, 2022; Namjou et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2011). Also, studies into the genetic causes of 
obesity often treat the trait as a binary trait where an individual counts as obese if her body mass index is 
higher than 40, and not obese otherwise (e.g., Wang et al., 2011). Be it stressed, however, that nothing in 
my argument depends upon whether a trait is binary or continuous. I have chosen to use a binary trait as 
my example for simplicity of presentation.

6  As is well known, for example in the case of GWAS, a genetic marker G found to be associated with T 
need not be itself causally related to T. Instead, G-T association might be explained by the fact that G is 
linked to some other “gene” G’ that is causally related to T. Therefore, strictly speaking, G-T association 
is not a test for whether G causes T but whether G or some other gene G’ in the vicinity of G causes T. 
This nuance does not bear upon my argument.
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Woodward casts causation as a relationship between two variables (anything that 
can take on at least two different values). According to Woodward, one variable X 
causes another variable Y if the following – call it “Woodward’s criterion” – is true:

There are background circumstances B such that if some (single) intervention 
that changes the value of X (and of no other variable) were to occur in B, then 
the value of Y or the probability distribution of Y would change.

In the context of this criterion, “background circumstances” refers to all those parts of 
the context of a (possible) intervention on X with respect to Y that are not part of the 
X-Y relation. “Intervention” is a technical term for a specific kind of manipulation 
(changing) of the causal variable.7 As the technical meaning of “intervention” plays 
no role in my argument, I will not explicitly use the term in the following analysis. 
Instead, I will be simply talking about “changing the value of X”, tacitly assuming 

7  An intervention on X with respect to Y is a manipulation of X such that the manipulation changes the 
value of X without changing, independently of the change in the value of X, the value of any other causes 
of Y (here paraphrased from Waters, 2007, 12; see also Woodward, 2003, 98).

Fig. 1 Two populations of 8 individuals. Each individual either has genotype g1 or genotype g2, and 
is either obese (o+) or not obese (o−). In Population 1, there is an association between O and G. In 
Population 2 there is no association between O and G. To add a touch of realism to the example, we 
can think of the 8 individuals as sets of individuals. We can also take g1 to stand for a genotype that 
comprises some sufficiently large set of those alleles at different loci on the human genome that are 
known to increase the risk of obesity and g2 to stand for a genotype that does not comprise such a set.
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that a given instance of such changing qualifies as an intervention in Woodward’s 
sense.

But notice that Woodward’s criterion is too permissive to provide an adequate 
explication of what is meant by “genes cause a trait” in the context of an empirical 
finding that genes cause a trait. As per Woodward’s criterion, G counts as a cause of 
T whenever there exists but one possible background circumstance b*, one pair of 
possible G values, g* and g**, and one pair of possible T values, t* and t**, such 
that if an individual with t* and g* would have g** then the individual would have 
t**. For any trait, we can find a genetic variable, and a background circumstance, of 
which this is true. For example, consider the trait speaks Estonian with two values 
“speaks Estonian” and “does not speak Estonian”. It is true of most actual adult Esto-
nian speakers that if instead of their actual genotype they had had a certain mutation 
in the genetic region associated with Hutchinson-Gilford syndrome, then they would 
not speak Estonian because they would have died in their teens and would not exist. 
Yet, “speaking Estonian” is not a trait that would be called genetically caused in 
any sense of interest to human genetic research – at least not for the reason cited. 
Similar examples can be constructed for all traits. Moreover, Woodward’s criterion 
trivially renders all traits genetically caused because it is true of all traits that if G, 
understood as a whole genome, was made to have the value “absent” then each and 
every trait, whatever its prior value, would also have the value “absent” – without a 
genome there is no organism, therefore no trait instantiations. Yet, gene-trait associa-
tion studies only identify some traits as having genetic causes (to some significant 
degree). This suggests that when these studies identify a trait to have genetic causes, 
they identify something more specific about the trait than that the trait relates to some 
genes as described by Woodward’s criterion. It suggests that in the context of human 
genetic research, not all possible T and G values and not all possible background 
circumstances can be relevant for determining whether genes cause a given trait. The 
question is: which ones are?

Waters (2007) proposes an answer. He argues that the various association methods 
used in genetic research are designed to identify a subset of those G-T relations that 
meet Woodward’s criterion, a subset that meets Woodward’s criterion for the values 
of G, T and B that are actually instantiated in some actual population. Here’s what 
that means. In principle, any G and T can have many different values and whether a 
specific change in the value of G would result in a change in the value of T can be 
assessed against various possible background circumstances. However, an observa-
tional study into the genetic causes of a trait always targets some concrete actual pop-
ulation. And in an actual population, typically only some of the possible background 
circumstances obtain, and only some of the possible values of T and G are actually 
instantiated by the members of the population and distributed in a certain way. Which 
actual population is the target varies from research context to research context: it can 
be some “natural population” (like the Finnish population or the Caucasian popula-
tion), some relevant subset of individuals from a natural population (e.g., Finnish 
men or Finnish men with higher education born between 1940 and 1950), individuals 
dwelling in a given geographic location, some “time-slices” of a relevant group of 
individuals (e.g., Finns aged between 35 and 40), and so on. Depending on what the 
target population is, the actually instantiated values of B, G and T, and their distribu-
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tion, can differ. In the two populations in Fig. 1, two G values are instantiated: g1 and 
g2. But in some different population yet a different value of G, g3, might be instanti-
ated. As for O, in our example we construed O as a binary trait with only two values: 
obese and not-obese. Given this, the O values instantiated in Population 1 exhaust 
the possible O values, but not in Population 2 where only not-obese is instantiated.8 
Now, Waters argues that a typical genetics study seeks and provides knowledge about 
whether G causes T according to Woodward’s criterion, given the values of G and T 
that are actually instantiated in the target population and given the background cir-
cumstances that actually obtain in this population. If this is so, G is what Waters calls 
“an actual difference making cause” of T – a cause that causes actual differences in T 
in the relevant population.

Apply all this to our example: if an empirical study shows that in Population 1 G 
is associated with O, we don’t merely learn from this that for some values g* and g** 
of G, and some values o* and o** of O, and in some background circumstance b* it 
is true that if an individual of Population 1 had g* instead of g** then the individual 
would have o* instead of o**; nor do we learn that this is the case for all values of G, 
O, and B. Instead, we learn that the above counterfactual is true of those values of G, 
O and B that are actually instantiated in Population 1 (g1, g2, o+ and o−, bactual). This 
of course does not rule out the possibility that setting G to have a value that is not 
instantiated in Population 1 (e.g., g3) would change the value of O, nor that changing 
the value of G would change the value of O also in some background circumstances 
that do not obtain in Population 1. But this need not be, and often is not, the case (as 
I show below).

So, when the claim is made in a given scientific context that some trait has genetic 
causes, I will understand it to mean that genes are among the actual difference mak-
ing causes of the trait, in the sense outlined. Note that on this account, being a trait 
that has genetic causes is much less inclusive than if one defined being a trait with 
genetic causes in terms of Woodward’s criterion. While it is trivially true that with all 
traits Woodward’s criterion holds for some values of G, T and B, it is not trivially true 
that it holds for those values that are actually instantiated in some actual population. 
Whether that is the case is an empirical question. Moreover, it is also a non-trivial 
empirical question what proportion of the actual trait differences are caused by genes 
in a given population (which is something that I turn to in a moment).9 It is these 
questions that empirical research into the genetic causes of human traits provides 
answers to.

With this I have articulated what constitutes the kind genetically caused trait: 
genetically caused trait is a trait such that genes are actual difference making causes 
of this trait in the sense just articulated. It is genetically caused trait so understood 

8  Or suppose that we had construed O in a more fine-grained way as having four values (as is sometimes 
done): not obese (BMI < 30), class 1 obese (BMI of 30 to < 35), class 2 obese (BMI of 35 to < 40), class 
3 obese (BMI of 40 or higher). Had we done so, we might as well had found that in Population 1 only a 
subset of these possible values, not-obese and class 1 obese are instantiated.

9  This is not in conflict with Turkheimer’s first “law” of behavioural genetics that all traits are heritable 
(Turkheimer, 2000). Turkheimer’s “law” is an empirical claim. Its alleged truth is something that was 
discovered rather than something that can be deduced from first principles (unlike the truth of the claim 
that Woodward’s criterion is true of all traits).
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that I argue is interactive.10 My argument will make use of two implications of this 
account of being a genetically caused trait. First, on this account, being a geneti-
cally caused trait is a matter of degree: genes can cause more or less of the actual 
trait differences in a population. This “more or less” can be fleshed out along many 
dimensions. The dimension I will make use of is the following. For a course-grained 
division, let’s say that G can cause all or only some actual T differences in some 
population P. G causes all T differences in P if T and G are instantiated with different 
values by individuals in P and it is true that if every individual in P had the same G 
value g* (any value actually instantiated by one of these individuals), and keeping 
everything else fixed as background circumstances, then all individuals would instan-
tiate the same T value t* (a value actually instantiated by this individual); there would 
be no T differences in P. G causes some T differences in P if T and G are instantiated 
with different values in P and it is true that if every individual in P had the same 
G value g* (a value actually instantiated by one of these individuals), and keeping 
everything else fixed as background circumstances, then the actual differences in T 
would change in P but would not be eliminated.11 The fact that in Population 1 two 
carriers of g1 (3 and 4) do not have o+ suggests that if everyone in this population had 
g1 (keeping everything else unchanged) then O differences would change – plausibly, 
more individuals would instantiate o+ – but would not be eliminated (mutatis mutan-
dis for g2 and o−); it therefore suggests that in Population 1 G causes some (and not 
all) O differences.

The second important implication of this account of being a genetically caused 
trait is that the degree to which a trait is genetically caused can vary across popula-
tions only in virtue of different background circumstances. Here’s an illustration. 
Take for granted that in Population 1, given the background circumstances bactual 
that actually obtain in this population, G causes some actual O differences. We have 
said nothing about what bactual consists in in Population 1. However, whatever bactual 
is, let’s suppose that instead of bactual, b* would have obtained in Population 1: b* 
= all individuals in Population 1 have consumed no more calories than is necessary 
for normal biological functioning. Consuming a certain excess amount of calories is 
biologically necessary for anyone to have o+. Therefore, if b* obtained in Population 
1, both g1 and g2 individuals would all have o− as in Population 2 (Fig. 1). It is impor-

10 Genetically caused trait so defined is a rather thin kind. While paradigmatic kinds are associated with a 
thick cluster of properties, there are few properties that all traits declared to have genetic causes share qua 
traits with genetic causes. This might make some reluctant to call genetically caused trait a kind proper. 
The thinness or thickness of genetically caused trait is in itself a relevant topic to discuss – it might help 
to assess the relevance or irrelevance of certain types of genetics findings, and shed light on which infer-
ences based on genetics findings are legitimate and which are not. However, given the focus of this paper, 
whether genetically caused trait is thin or thick, or whether it passes for a kind proper according to one 
or another ontological account of kindhood is a side issue. This paper aims to convince the reader that 
the thing that “genetically caused trait” refers to in the context of human genetic research – whatever its 
ontological nature – is interactive. I chose to call this thing “kind”, first, in order to adjust my discussion 
with existent literature on interactivity; second, because at least prima facie calling this thing a kind is not 
unmotivated. For example, many ontological accounts of kindhood endorse the claim that kinds are the 
things that correspond to scientific categories and, by definition, genetically caused trait is such a thing.
11  This distinction corresponds to Waters’ distinction between being the actual difference making cause 
and being an actual difference making cause (see Waters, 2007, 16).
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tant to notice that this change in background circumstances has not merely changed 
facts about the frequency of o+ among g1 and thus facts about how strongly G and O 
are associated. The extent to which O is associated with G has changed because facts 
of causation have changed. In Population 1 we assumed it is true that if everyone had 
the same genome, say, g1, then the distribution of O in Population 1 would change: 
some of the individuals who currently have o− would have o+. In Population 2 this is 
not the case. If everyone in Population 2 had had g1 then everyone would have con-
sumed very few calories just like they actually did, and everyone would have o− just 
like they actually do. This means that in Population 1 G causes some actual O differ-
ences, whereas in Population 2 G causes no actual O differences, despite the fact that 
genetically these two populations are identical.

That traits can be genetically caused to a different degree and this degree can 
vary with background circumstances is well-known in the empirical literature. It is 
reflected, for example, by different heritability estimates for different traits, and dif-
ferent heritability estimates for the same trait in different populations. For instance, 
the heritability of height is known to be higher in richer populations compared to 
poorer populations even where genetically these populations do not differ (Silven-
toinen et al., 2003). The heritability of many social outcomes is higher in politi-
cally liberal societies compared to authoritarian societies, again despite the genetic 
similarity of these societies (Rimfeld et al., 2018; Uchiyama et al., 2021). It is also 
known that which particular genetic loci causally contribute to trait differences, and 
what proportion of all trait differences a given locus explains, varies from population 
to population with background circumstances (Mathieson, 2021; Matthews, 2022; 
Mostafavi et al., 2020). The actual difference making account of genetic causation 
makes clear that such variable estimates are indeed estimates of genetic causation 
and that the possibility and plausibility of such variation is written into the very con-
cept of being a cause that is operative in empirical studies.

My thesis that genetically caused trait is interactive amounts to the claim that a 
shift in whether T is categorized as caused by G and, consequently, broadly believed 
to be so categorized, can constitute the relevant shift in background circumstances 
that changes facts about what proportion of the actual T differences G actually causes 
in a given population. As just explained, it is built into the concept of being an actual 
difference making cause that how much of the actual T differences in a population G 
causes can depend upon which background circumstances obtain in this population. 
That the relevant background circumstances can consist in the beliefs of the members 
of the target population has been empirically demonstrated (Burt, 2022; Mezquita et 
al., 2018; Rimfeld et al., 2018). I will now expand upon the possibility that the rel-
evant background circumstances consist more specifically in beliefs about whether 
or not the relevant trait is categorized as genetically caused. As a first step in doing 
this, I need to address empirical research on lay attitudes towards genetic causation.
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4 Genetic essentialism

Having explained what it means for a trait to have genetic causes in the context of 
human genetic research, I now turn to what lay people think it means for a trait to 
have genetic causes and, correspondingly, what they take to be the implications of 
scientific reports that a trait has genetic causes. Let it be noted that the two need not 
align. Multiple factors have been shown to impact lay people’s assessment of the 
implications of the claim that a trait is genetically caused (see Lynch et al., 2021 
for an overview). However, one of such factors that appears to be salient and have 
a relatively stable impact is genetic essentialism. Namely, empirical research on the 
lay concept of genetic causation suggests that the way lay people conceive of genes 
and genes’ relation to traits expresses a more general well-evidenced psychological 
bias called “psychological essentialism” (Cheung et al., 2014; Dar-Nimrod et al., 
2021; Dar-Nimrod & Heine, 2011; Gould & Heine, 2012; Heine, 2016; Heine et 
al., 2017). Psychological essentialism refers to the assumedly universal human ten-
dency to implicitly think of biological organisms, including humans, as possessing 
an invisible causally potent inner “essence” (or “nature”, as it is sometimes called) 
(Berent, 2020; Gelman, 2003, 2009; Gelman & Wellman, 1991; Keil, 1989; Medin & 
Ortony, 1989). This inner essence is viewed as something that an organism inherits 
from its parents, that it shares with other organisms of the same kind, that defines 
the organism as the kind of organism that it is, that is developmentally fixed, and 
that survives changes in the organism’s superficial properties. As a manifestation 
of this tendency, we, humans, are prone to view some traits of organisms as caused 
by this inner essence. As the essence itself, we view such “essence-caused” traits as 
developmentally fixed, biologically inherited, difficult to manipulate by experiential 
intervention etc.

Importantly, this lay concept of inner essence appears to be a placeholder concept. 
People universally share the belief that there is something within the organism that 
plays the role of inner essence but need not have beliefs about what this something is. 
At different times in different contexts, different things are believed to play the role 
(e.g., blood, heart) (Gelman, 2003; Medin & Ortony, 1989). Dar-Nimrod et al. argue 
that in modern societies, laypeople tend to view genes as the material carriers of an 
organism’s inner essence. Correspondingly, they tend to view the traits they believe 
to be genetically caused as caused by this essence. This is evidenced by the observa-
tion that people attribute to genes and to traits they believe to be genetically caused 
the very same characteristics they associate with “essences” and “essence-caused” 
traits (see Dar-Nimrod & Heine, 2011 for a review). Upon hearing that a trait has 
genetic causes lay people are likely to infer that the development of the trait is to a 
significant degree predetermined, unavoidable and that, once developed, the trait is 
difficult to change. Notably, whether this inference is drawn seems to be insensitive 
to information about the strength of genetic influence on the trait (Heine, 2016).12

12  This intuitive distinction between features that originate from the internal essence of the organism and 
those that are of external, experiential, origin is argued to underlie the lay categories of “natural” versus 
“non-natural” (Haslam et al., 2000). Given that “natural” these days tends to be equated with “genetic”, it 
is not surprising that both categories are associated with the same essentialist beliefs.
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Essentialising interpretations of findings in genetics have also been shown to 
induce certain systematic behavioural responses, for instance, fatalistic behaviour. 
Here is an example. Dar-Nimrod et al. (2011, 2014) conducted an experiment to 
investigate people’s behavioural response to exposure to scientific claims to the effect 
that obesity has genetic causes.

Participants read one of three different articles: an article describing evidence 
for an “obesity gene,” an article describing evidence for how environmental 
factors (specifically social networks) relate to obesity, or a neutral article. Fol-
lowing the manipulation, participants took part in an experiment that purported 
to investigate their food preferences; they were provided with some cookies to 
evaluate. Those participants who learned of the existence of obesity genes sub-
sequently consumed more cookies than participants in either of the two other 
conditions (which did not differ from each other). In this instance, it seems that 
people’s default explanation for obesity is that it is under an individual’s con-
trol, however, when exposed to a genetic argument people appear to discount 
relevant variables such as their own eating behaviors, suggesting an increase in 
their deterministic perceptions of one’s weight. (Dar-Nimrod & Heine, 2011; 
these results were later published in Dar-Nimrod et al., 2014)

The authors took the following mechanism to be at work here. Subjects interpreted 
the information that obesity has genetic aetiology as implying that whether or not one 
becomes obese is determined by one’s “essence” and therefore is difficult to prevent; 
this made them adopt fatalistic attitudes towards their weight; this led them to control 
their calorie intake less than prior to being primed with information about the genetic 
causes of obesity. Dar-Nimrod et al. argue that this fatalistic response is representa-
tive of a more general tendency in how lay people respond to the information that a 
trait is genetically caused.

Such essentialising fatalist representation of scientific reports of genetic causation 
are, typically, misguided. That genes cause some or all actual differences in a trait 
in some actual population has none of the above-described essentialist implications. 
However, as I will now show, these often misguided lay representations can play a 
role in a process that ends up changing facts about the extent to which genes cause 
actual differences in a trait in a population. The next section describes one possible, 
and empirically plausible, course of events whereby – in the context of essentialist 
attitudes towards genetically caused traits – the fact that obesity is categorized as 
genetically caused in a scientific context increases the degree to which genes cause 
actual obesity differences in a population.

5 The interactivity of genetically caused trait: an example of a 
feedback-loop

Suppose that Population 1 is our target population (see Fig. 1 or Fig. 2). Also suppose 
that in Population 1 G indeed causes some actual differences in O. And suppose that 
a genetics study shows this to be the case. The finding that O is partly genetically 
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caused is broadly advertised in Population 1 and knowledge of it spreads. Soon, most 
members of Population 1 have formed the belief “O is genetically caused”. Findings 
described in the previous section allow us to make predictions about which further 
course of events is likely to unfold if this happens. The first prediction is that many 
of the members of Population 1 interpret the empirical claim that O is genetically 
caused through the essentialist lens. In order to predict which further consequences 
this might have, we first need to speculate about the reasons why G is an actual dif-
ference making cause of O in Population 1 in the first place – why is it that O values 
depend upon G values in Population 1?

We can safely assume that the reason why G causes some actual O differences in 
Population 1 is that G somehow participates in a biological pathway that contributes 
to the morphological characteristics (height, mass) that the different O values super-
vene upon. Not much is known about the biological function of the numerous genes 
associated with obesity or the pathways via which they contribute to this trait. But 
given what is known, many of those genes participate in regulating appetite and hun-
ger. Differences in such genes cause actual obesity differences because individuals 
with certain alleles of these genes (call them “large appetite alleles”) tend to crave for 
more food than individuals with different alleles (“small appetite alleles”) (Abdella 
et al., 2019; Larder et al., 2017; Namjou et al., 2021; Silventoinen & Konttinen, 

Fig. 2 O distribution before (Population 1) and after (Population 3) O is categorized by scientists as 
genetically caused and broadly believed to be so categorized. We can think of Population 1 and Popula-
tion 3 as two different time phases of the same superpopulation. “Added O differences” signifies the 
segment of O differences in Population 3 that is not present in Population 1
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2020). In background conditions where food is easily accessed, carriers of the large 
appetite allele eat more, put on more excess weight and, consequently, have o+ more 
frequently than carriers of the small appetite allele.

Let’s suppose that this is indeed the reason why G causes O in Population 1: g1 is 
the large appetite allele, g2 is the small appetite allele, g1 individuals tend to eat more 
than g2 individuals and thus become obese more frequently than g2 individuals. Sup-
posing this, the following course of events may be triggered when members of Popu-
lation 1 learn that O is found to be genetically caused. Being genetic essentialists, 
many members of Population 1, both g1 and g2 carriers, adopt a fatalistic laissez-fair 
attitude towards their bodyweight. They now exercise less control over their calorie 
intake than they did prior to believing that O is genetically caused. But this shared 
response of reduced control over how much one eats has different consequences for 
g1 and g2 individuals. Carriers of g1 (those with a large appetite) now systematically 
eat more than they ate prior to believing that O is genetically caused. Carriers of g2 
(those with small appetite) either eat less than they did prior to believing that O is 
genetically caused (if they have a really small appetite), don’t change how much 
they eat, or eat more but to a lesser degree than carriers of g1. If this pattern persists 
in the population for long enough, g1 individuals on average end up putting on more 
extra weight compared to g2 individuals who either do not put on extra weight or do 
so less than g1 individuals. More and more of the g1 individuals therefore surpass 
the threshold of being obese and the proportion of g1 individuals with o+ increases 
in the population.13 Let’s stipulate that by some time, all g1 individuals surpass the 
threshold of being obese, so that the distribution of O in our population is now as in 
Population 3 (Fig. 2). Be it stressed that the g1 and g2 carriers whose actual O values 
account for the new distribution of O in Population 3 need not be the same g1 and 
g2 carriers whose actual O values accounted for the distribution of O in Population 
1. What matters is that the proportion of g1 individuals with o+ in Population 3 has 
grown compared to Population 1, regardless of whether the g1 individuals in Popula-
tion 1 are numerically identical to the g1 individuals in Population 1.

But importantly, it is not merely the frequency of o+ among g1 individuals and 
thereby the extent to which O is associated with G that has increased in Population 
3 compared to Population 1. Assuming Waters’ account of what the relevant notion 
of genetic causation is, and our story about the biological function of G, causal facts 
– what proportion of actual O differences G causes – have changed too. Recall the 
distinction made in Sect. 3 between G causing some and G causing all actual O dif-
ferences in a population. G causes all T differences in population P if T and G are 
instantiated with different values in P and it is true that if every individual in P had 
the same G value g* (a value actually instantiated by one of these individuals), and 
keeping everything else fixed as background circumstances, then all these individu-
als would instantiate the same T value t* (a value actually instantiated by this indi-
vidual). G causes some T differences in P if T and G are instantiated with different 
values in P and it is true that if every individual in P had the same G value g* (a value 
actually instantiated by one of these individuals), and keeping everything else fixed 

13  With a continuous trait like body mass index (BMI) the change would result in increased difference 
between the average BMI of g1 and g2 individuals.
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as background circumstances, then the actual differences in T would change in P but 
would not disappear. The fact that not all g1 carriers have o+ in Population 1 indicates 
that even if every individual in this population had, say, the large appetite allele g1 
then even though it is likely that more individuals would have o+, some would still 
have o− (for instance, because they would have restricted their calorie intake despite 
large appetite). Thus, in Population 1 where O is not known to be categorized as 
genetically caused, G counts as causing only some of the existing O differences. 
However, in Population 3, G counts as causing all existing O differences. In Popula-
tion 3 – where the background circumstances have changed to include the scientific 
finding, and general knowledge thereof, that O has genetic causes and everyone is 
less motivated to control how much they eat – it is true that if all the members of the 
population had g1 then everyone would have a large appetite, would eat enough to 
become obese, and, consequently, would have o+. Thus, categorizing O as genetically 
caused has increased the extent to which O is genetically caused in the empirically 
relevant sense – it has caused O to become a better, more paradigmatic, instance of 
genetically caused trait. If this change gets registered by empirical studies, the loop 
is reinforced (see Fig. 3).

Of course, it is extremely unlikely that in a natural population (such as, say, Finnish 
population) a shift in whether O is categorized as genetically caused would result in 
G causing all actual O differences. If only for the reason that it is extremely unlikely 
with any complex trait that genes cause all actual differences in the trait in a natural 
population. However, this is beside the point. First, the purpose of the example is to 
demonstrate how the scientific practice of categorizing a trait as genetically caused 
might change the degree to which the trait is in fact genetically caused, and not how 
big the change is likely to be. Second, we can easily think of Population 1 and Popu-
lation 3 as those subpopulations of some natural population that Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 do 
accurately describe. That such (even if tiny) subpopulations exist is reasonably plau-
sible given the empirical premises that the above example built upon. We can even 
add to this plausibility by assuming that G is pleiotropic for self-control: g1 not only 
increases appetite but also reduces self-control (see e.g., Meyre et al., 2019). If so, 

Fig. 3 A mechanism via which 
the fact that obesity (O) is cat-
egorized as genetically caused 
increases the degree to which O 
is in fact genetically caused in 
population P
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then not only are g1 individuals prone to crave after more food than g2 individuals, 
but they are also less likely to resist their cravings. This will magnify the effect of 
learning O to be genetically caused in terms of g1 individuals eating more than g2 
individuals. That G goes from causing some to causing all O differences in a sub-
population manifests in the superpopulation as G going from causing some to causing 
more (but not necessarily all) actual O differences (see also Waters, 2007, 21).

This toy example exemplifies one type of mechanism by which a trait’s being cate-
gorized as genetically caused can change how much of the actual differences in a trait 
genes cause in some relevant population. Although I used the example of obesity, the 
same kind of mechanism could also be operating on other (quantitative and qualita-
tive) traits. Plausible candidates include psychological, behavioural and disease traits 
such that: (a) these traits are in fact partly genetically caused in some population 
and (b) the influence of genes on these traits is mediated by motivational and self-
control traits. Consider “educational attainment” – operationalized as the number 
of years spent in education. There is evidence that (a) certain genes contribute to 
differences in years spent in education because (b) individuals with certain alleles 
of such genes tend to be more disciplined and committed to long-term goals than 
individuals with alternative alleles. If knowledge of the genetic causes of educational 
attainment induces fatalism, as predicted by genetic essentialism, the causal impact 
of such genes on educational attainment is likely to grow in a manner similar to that 
described in the obesity example, if this knowledge becomes prevalent. However, let 
me stress that the sketched mechanism depicts but one possible way how a feedback 
loop between “genetically caused trait” and genetically caused trait might operate. In 
different contexts, with regards to different traits, different types of feedback mecha-
nisms might be at work. For instance, in some circumstances categorizing a trait as 
genetically caused might reduce, rather than increase, the extent to which genes cause 
the trait (a brief example will be given in the next section).

6 Responses to two objections

I will now consider, and respond to, two potential objections to what I have said.
First, one might reject my thesis that what has increased in the above toy example 

in consequence of O being categorized as genetically caused is the degree of genetic 
causation, i.e., the extent to which G causes actual T differences. One might reject 
this thesis by rejecting one of the assumptions of the example. The example assumes 
two things. First, it assumes that there is a segment of O differences in Population 
3 that is not present in Population 1 – the difference between the O values of indi-
viduals 3–8 (in Population 1, there are no O differences within the subpopulation 
of individuals 3–8, whereas in Populaiton 3 there are). Call this segment “added 
O differences” (see Fig. 2). Second, it assumes that within added O differences, O 
differences are entirely caused by G. One might reject this second assumption. One 
might insist that O differences within added O differences are not caused by G but, 
instead, by calorie intake. Here’s how one might argue in support of this claim. Given 
the set-up of our scenario, it is true that, keeping the values of all other variables 
(including G) fixed, if all of the individuals 3–8 in Population 3 (individuals whose O 
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values constitute added O differences) had consumed as few calories as individuals 
5–8 actually did, then all of these individuals would have o− just like individuals 5–8 
actually do (despite the fact that some of these individuals, 3 and 4, carry the large 
appetite allele). There would be no O differences among individuals 3–8. It is also 
true that if all of the individuals 3–8 in Population 3 had consumed as many calories 
as individuals 3 and 4 actually did then all of the individuals 3–8 would have o+ just 
like individuals 3 and 4 actually do (despite some of these individuals, 5-8, having 
a small appetite allele). Again, there would be no O differences among individuals 
3–8. This means that calorie intake satisfies the criterion for causing all actual O dif-
ferences within added O differences. Therefore, the objection goes, all O differences 
within added O differences are caused by calorie intake, not by G, and the G-caused 
portion of O differences in Population 3 has not changed compared to Population 1. 
If some empirical estimation of what proportion of the actual O differences G causes 
in Population 3 happens to count this portion as caused by G, then one has mistakenly 
inflated the estimation.

As a first comment, even if the mechanism described with the above scenario is 
not a mechanism by which facts about genetic causation get changed but rather a 
mechanism by which empirical estimates of genetic causation get inflated, as the 
objection has it, it is still a relevant mechanism that we need to be aware of if we are 
to avoid such inflation. However, there is good reason to maintain that added O dif-
ferences are caused by G differences and thus that it is facts about genetic causation 
that are changed in the envisaged scenario. What we here witness is the phenomenon 
of gene-environment correlation (G-E). We have G–E if individuals with a certain 
genotype g* experience certain environments more frequently than individuals with 
a different genotype g**, and these differences in experience lead g* individuals 
to instantiate a particular trait value more frequently than g** individuals. In our 
example, g1 individuals within added O differences ended up instantiating o+ more 
frequently than g2 individuals because, due to their large appetite, they systemati-
cally consumed more calories than g2 individuals with small appetite. The influence 
of G on O is mediated by calorie intake (E), G and calorie intake correlate, and both 
calorie intake and G pass the criterion of causing all of the added O differences. There 
are discussions within biology and the philosophy of biology about whether trait dif-
ferences so produced should be ascribed to genetic or environmental causes (Burt, 
2022; Kaplan & Turkheimer, 2021; Lynch, 2017). Quite possibly there is no fact of 
the matter about this. However, at least two reasons speak in favor of classifying such 
cases as cases of genetic causation.

First, within empirical research, O differences produced in this manner are rou-
tinely assigned to genetic causes: having a large appetite and the resulting eating 
behaviour are investigated as pathways via which G causes O rather than independent 
environmental causes of O. So, plausibly, in actual research contexts O differences 
within added O differences in Population 3 (and therefore all O differences in Popula-
tion 3) would be ascribed to genetic causes. This is relevant because, recall, accord-
ing to the definition assumed in this paper, a trait is genetically caused insofar as it 
has genetic causes given the notion of having genetic causes operative within empiri-
cal research. Secondly, assigning O differences within added O differences to genetic 
causes is also supported by systematic philosophical considerations, where those 
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have been laid out. It is common to distinguish between different types of G-E: reac-
tive (or evocative) and active. Reactive G-E occurs when the cause of the fact that 
individuals with g* experience some environment e* more frequently than individu-
als with g** is exogenous to organisms with g*. In such cases, experiencing some 
environment e* is something that is “done to” g* individuals. Active G-E occurs 
when the cause of the fact that individuals with g* experience some environment 
e* more frequently than individuals with g** is endogenous to organisms with g*. 
In such cases, experiencing e* is something that g* individuals “do to” themselves 
by actively seeking out, and exposing themselves to, e*. It is commonly argued that 
if trait differences emerge because of reactive G-E then these differences should be 
counted as environmentally, rather than genetically, caused. If they emerge because 
of active G-E, these differences should be counted as genetically rather than environ-
mentally caused (see Lynch, 2017 and Lynch & Bourrat, 2017 for discussion). Our 
scenario with its assumptions about the biological function of G fits best to the active 
G-E case: g1 individuals eat more than g2 individuals because they actively seek out 
more food, and they do that because of their endogenous disposition to crave after 
more food (and, if we assume that G is pleiotropic for impulsivity, the disposition 
to not resist this craving). Consequently, O differences within added O differences 
would qualify as caused entirely by G whereby calorie intake would be classified as 
an endophenotype for O rather than a as environment.14

The second objection targets my claim that the interactivity of genetically caused 
trait is empirically plausible. Specifically, one might argue that it is empirically 
implausible that the kind of feedback loop exemplified in my toy example ever gets 
instantiated. To show that this is so, one would have to show that one or other of 
the empirical premises that the example relies upon is false or weakly supported. 
For instance, my example assumed that essentialist attitudes about genes and geneti-
cally caused traits are relatively pervasive and their effect on people’s behavioural 
response to genetic information is relatively big. And one could reasonably argue that 
existing evidence is inconclusive on this matter. Although there is solid evidence that 
essentialist biases indeed influence people’s responses to genetic information, they 
are far from being the only factor influencing this. Furthermore, there is evidence 
that the impact of essentialist beliefs can be outweighed, screened off by other fac-
tors. (see e.g. Condit, 2019; Dar-Nimrod et al., 2021; Dar-Nimrod & Heine, 2011; 
Marteau et al., 2010; McBride et al., 2010).

Whether, and how, a feedback loop between application of the category “geneti-
cally caused trait” and the kind genetically caused trait occurs for obesity or any 
other trait is an empirical, and empirically testable, question. However, prima facie 
I think there is no reason to dismiss the empirical plausibility of either the concrete 
example or any other example of the same kind. As to the concrete example, although 
it is a toy example that significantly simplifies things, its core empirical foundations 
are strongly realistic depictions of our current best empirical knowledge. Think-
ing in particular of the premise that people are genetic essentialists, let me add two 
comments. First, acknowledging that my representation of the genetic essentialist 

14  Moreover, Lynch and Bourrat (2017) argue that both active and reactive G-E cases should be attributed 
to genetic causes.
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framework was a simplification, existing evidence is certainly enough to warrant 
acceptance of at least the following: in some conditions, people are genetic essen-
tialists and behave fatalistically with regards to traits they believe to be genetically 
caused. So, at least in some conditions the kind of mechanism that I described is not 
unlikely to be in effect. It is a further question then, what these conditions are. This 
paper serves precisely as a launch pad for beginning to address these questions more 
closely. But secondly, the emergence of a feedback loop between “genetically caused 
trait” and genetically caused trait does not ultimately depend upon the presence of 
genetic essentialism. To see this, consider the following example. Let the trait of 
interest be a disease trait (D) with values “present” (d+) and “absent” (d−), and let’s 
suppose that d+ is generally thought to be very undesirable. Suppose that in some 
population, G is among the actual difference makers with regards to D with carriers 
of a certain allele of G, g+, being significantly more likely to develop d+ than carriers 
of the alternative allele g−. Suppose also that g+ carriers can prevent developing d+ if 
they strictly follow a demanding healthy lifestyle L. Now, for the sake of the example, 
let’s suppose that instead of being genetic essentialists, members of this population 
are genetic “neutralists”: they take genetic causes to be no different from non-genetic 
causes of traits in terms of whether their influence on a trait can be counteracted or 
neutralized by intentional action. Assuming this, the discovery that D is genetically 
caused might trigger the following scenario. Members of the relevant population all 
know that G is causally related to D in the way described. They also correctly believe 
that g+ carriers unlike g− carriers are highly likely to develop d+unless they commit 
to lifestyle L. Most individuals in this population do not know if they carry g+ of g−. 
However, motivated by fear of developing d+, all individuals, including g+ carriers, 
take the necessary measure of following L to prevent developing d+. In consequence, 
soon no one in this population develops d+. As there are now no D differences in this 
population, nothing, including G, causes such differences. The degree to which G 
causes actual differences in D has decreased compared to when G was not yet known 
to cause D.

As this example illustrates, for a feedback loop between application of the cat-
egory “genetically caused trait” and the kind genetically caused trait to emerge, it is 
not necessary that people hold essentialist beliefs towards genetically caused traits. 
A feedback loop like this requires only that in a given population people have some 
beliefs about genetically caused traits which, in conjunction with certain background 
beliefs and other background circumstances, impact – in some right manner – peo-
ple’s behaviour with regards to a trait they believe to be genetically caused. That this 
is sometimes the case is a much weaker assumption than the assumption of genetic 
essentialism.

7 Conclusion

I defended the idea that whether, and to what degree, a human trait is genetically 
caused given the empirically relevant concept of genetic causation can be influenced 
by whether or not the trait is categorized as genetically caused in the context of 
human genetic research. That this is so becomes clear once we unpack what it means 
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for genes to cause a trait in such context. I unpacked this meaning using Kenneth 
Waters’ account according to which genes cause a trait in the empirically relevant 
sense insofar as genes are among the actual difference making causes of the trait. 
I then fleshed out my thesis by sketching a hypothetical but empirically plausible 
example of a mechanism that might account for this feedback effect. This example 
drew upon the empirical hypothesis that laypeople have essentialist and therefore 
fatalistic attitudes towards traits they believe to have genetic causes. I also stressed 
that the concrete example depicts but one kind of mechanism whereby categorizing 
a trait as genetically caused can change the extent to which the trait is in fact geneti-
cally caused. In different contexts, depending upon different factors, different kinds 
of feedback mechanisms might be at work. Given the ever-growing prominence of 
genetic knowledge, it is important to further explore the possibility of such feedback 
mechanisms – if and under which conditions they emerge. This paper serves to raise 
the alarm about this possibility and gestures towards a more detailed philosophical 
and empirical investigation into the matter. It also serves to highlight yet another 
reason why human behavioural genetics is akin (probably more than typically recog-
nized) to the human and social sciences.
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